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ABSTRACT Blockchain emerged in the last decade as a promising technology with possible applications
in numerous fields such as healthcare, supply chain, and finance. Its immutability, transparency, security,
and decentralisation gained significant attention in academia and industry. One technology that blockchain
can support is the Internet of Things (IoT). However, there are still challenges hindering the real-world
adoption of blockchain due to concerns about its performance, scalability, and complexity. This study
contributes to a comparative study that analyses blockchain platforms in terms of their performance and
scalability, with specific reference to IoT applications. We focus on the Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain platforms. As part of the implementation, an IoT healthcare use case is developed. We conducted
performance and scalability tests on private platform networks to measure the throughput and latency
parameters. To evaluate scalability, we examined the behaviour of the studied platforms in response to an
increase in the number and rate of transactions. Hyperledger Caliper is used to collect these parameters.
Experiment analysis shows that Fabric outperforms Ethereum in terms of latency and throughput. As for
performance and scalability analysis, Fabric was found to be more suitable than Ethereum for private
networks such as IoT healthcare ecosystems.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, Ethereum, hyperledger fabric, Internet of Things, performance, scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain is a promising technology that has gained signif-
icant attention in the last decade. Its capabilities have gone
far beyond cryptocurrency since Nakamoto introduced it in
2008. It reforms the applications of the existing technologies
and creates new application areas that have been thought
impractical before. In applications such as healthcare, sup-
ply chains, high-level businesses, and the financial industry,
blockchain empowers people through recognised identity
and asset ownership. The strength of the blockchain comes
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from its immutability, transparency, security, and decentrali-
sation [1].

Swan et al. [2] described the blockchain evolution
as Blockchain 1.0 being a cryptocurrency with Bitcoin,
Blockchain 2.0 being smart contracts with Ethereum, and
Blockchain 3.0 being Decentralised Applications (DApps)
enabled by smart contracts. Considering this evolution,
blockchain capabilities have improved, and leading compa-
nies have started blockchain projects worldwide [3]. This has
created possible integration with other technologies, such as
the Internet of Things (IoT) [4]. IoT is another emerging
technology that has yet to reach maturity. With the growth
of its applications, IoT’s downsides, such as security, pri-
vacy, interoperability, heterogeneity, and maintenance, have
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arisen [5]. Blockchain offers a potential solution to alleviate
some of the flaws facing IoT applications.

Unlike existing transaction processing systems like VISA,
where thousands of transactions per second can be pro-
cessed in a few seconds, blockchain has serious throughput
and latency limitations. For instance, Bitcoin can process
seven transactions per second (TPS) in about 10 minutes [6].
After Bitcoin, more efficient platforms were proposed, e.g.,
Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric. Nevertheless, their per-
formance, scalability, and complexity have shortcomings that
need to be addressed. This paper aims to analyse and compare
the Ethereum and the Hyperledger Fabric in terms of their
performance and scalability for IoT applications. Ethereum
is chosen since it has a wide range of features, including
smart contracts and DApps. It is also the second-largest used
blockchain platform; thus, it has more resources and support
than the majority of platforms. The reason behind the Fabric
choice is that it is the leading platform in private blockchains
with features such as modularity, plug-and-play ability, and
smart contract support. The main contributions of this article
can be summarised as follows:

1) A comparative analysis of the Ethereum and Fabric
networks using a stable benchmark tool, Caliper, under
the same controlled environments.

2) Empirical methodology to understand the behaviour of
these platforms under varying workloads.

3) Applied various performance metrics, including
throughput, and latency, to perceive the scalability
manners of the platforms with increased transaction
rates and numbers.

4) A proof-of-concept implementation with a use case in
the IoT healthcare field to expose the challenges facing
the adoption of blockchain in IoT applications.

The rest of this article is organised as follows: Section II
provides a review of the related work. Section III presents
the background information needed to understand this study.
Section IV describes the design choices and decisions and the
IoT use case scenario in healthcare.Section V describes how
to implement the design choices and contains the experiments
conducted. Section VI presents the results of our experiments
and evaluates the findings. Lastly, Section VII summarises
the conducted work and includes recommendations and pos-
sible future works.

II. RELATED WORK
In the last ten years, a large body of research has focused on
blockchain as an emerging technology. These efforts resulted
in a wealth of scientific reports, white papers, and community
blogs. However, a focused study on particular aspects of
this technology is still needed to better understand its prac-
ticality, specifically its performance and scalability aspects.
Chowdhury et al. [7] proposed a comparative analysis of sev-
eral leading DLT platforms, including Ethereum, Fabric, and
IOT. Unlike other studies, this research did not include only
blockchain platforms. Instead, it collected DLT platforms

regardless of their data structures. The authors categorised
the analysis into quantitative and qualitative criteria. These
criteria vary depending on the platform type and include,
among other aspects, scalability and robustness. Although
the comparison covered a sufficient number of platforms
and criteria, the evaluation done in the work needs deeper
analysis.

Several studies investigated the throughput and latency of
Ethereum or Fabric private networks, or both. Kuzlu et al. [8]
analysed the performance of Hyperledger Fabric, consid-
ering its throughput, latency, and scalability. The authors
used a Hyperledger Caliper to measure these metrics under
the workloads of the Open and Query functions. The Open
function includes one read and one write operation per
transaction, whereas Query has only one read. Further,
they studied the impact of transaction rates, the number of
transactions, and multiple simultaneous transactions. Their
findings include, the type of transaction highly affects
performance, and latency is especially influenced by the
increase in simultaneous transactions. However, the exper-
iment only considered low-capability workloads for Open
and Query. Testing the network with a transfer operation is
a better way to understand how it reacts in more realistic
scenarios.

In [9], the authors considered a private Ethereum deploy-
ment in addition to the Hyperledger Fabric. For the analysis,
they used simple smart contracts that create accounts, issue
money, and transfer money. The authors followed a different
approach for measuring the performance metrics than the one
used in [8]. According to their findings, Fabric outperforms
Ethereum in all performance metrics. The method they used
for data collection differs for the platforms whichmight result
in an unhealthy evaluation.

In [10], the authors identified IOTA as the most suit-
able blockchain platform for the IoT ecosystem owing to
its feeless transactions, potential higher TPS values, and
lower energy consumption. However, they pointed out decen-
tralisation and scalability as the main limitations of IOTA.
IOTA smart contracts, which brought functionalities with
the release of IOTA 2.0, were reexamined for scalability.
IOTA was proven more scalable than its popular alternative,
Ethereum, during comparisons that draw attention to the
execution of smart contracts. IOTA executes smart contracts
in a parallel manner, whereas in Ethereum, they are executed
by thewhole network. Although this paper compares different
blockchain platforms in terms of scalability and performance,
it lacks experiments and data. On the other hand, the authors
of [11] investigated IOTA for offline scalability manners.
The findings reveal limitations in IOTA’s offline transaction
capabilities, emphasizing the need for a more scalable offline
blockchain solution.

Reviewing existing studies showed that most blockchain
performance comparison experiments did not ensure a sta-
ble environment with consistent conditions across platforms.
This article addresses this gap as described in Sections
Section IV and Section V.
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FIGURE 1. Blockchain working mechanism.

III. BLOCKCHAIN CONCEPT
Blockchain is the underlying technology of Bitcoin proposed
in 2008 by an anonymous entity called Nakamoto. Nakamoto
developed the idea of digital currency in peer-to-peer systems
without a centralised authority. The main motivation was to
dispose of a financial institution’s increasing transaction costs
and minimum transaction size limits.

According to Nakamoto’s blockchain, every transaction
created is stored as blocks that form a chain. The blocks
are appended to the chain in a linear, growing manner with
cryptographic connections. Each block references the hash
of the previous block. Therefore, a hash chain that provides
immutability for the data in the ledger is created. Further-
more, transactions are validated by distributed consensus
algorithms as an additional security measure.

In general, blockchain has key merits regarding its archi-
tectural advantages. The distributed P2P network makes it
decentralised and decreases server costs and bottlenecks in
traditional central server models. The second merit is that
the data in transactions is hard to tamper with thanks to its
distribution across the whole network and the validation pro-
cess. Blockchain also provides anonymity since each user’s
identity is defined by their generated addresses. Lastly, owing
to the validation process and timestamps that are used in
recording, transactions can be traced and audited [12].

On the other hand, the usage of the blockchain has gone
beyond cryptocurrency due to its high potential. Especially
with the foundation of Ethereum in 2014 by Buterin [13],
blockchain gained a high level of programmability and

autonomy. He proposed that smart contracts be embedded
into the system in order to execute if a transaction triggers
a specific condition written into the contract. Therefore,
Ethereum has become a platform for decentralized applica-
tions that make use of smart contracts as their logic.

Novo et al. [14] described transactions as the transfer
of values between entities. The transactions are grouped
together to form a block. Each transaction is signed by its
owner and broadcast to the network for validation. The digital
signatures are used for the signing and verification phases
[15]. In particular, a transaction is encrypted with the owner’s
private key in the signing phase. The signed transaction
becomes visible to all of the nodes through the network. There
is a particular node or set of nodes in the blockchain structure,
called miners. The miners compute a cryptographic puzzle
to validate the transaction. Once a miner solves the puzzle,
it broadcasts the solution to other nodes. Other nodes in the
network confirm it, and the transaction is validated. Thus, the
consensus is achieved among networks. Finally, the receiver
can access the value of the validated transaction and check
its integrity by decrypting the data with the sender’s public
key [15]. A visual summary of the blockchain’s working
mechanism can be seen in Fig. 1.

A. ETHEREUM
Ethereum is the second-largest blockchain after Bitcoin in
terms of its usage as a cryptocurrency. However, Ethereum’s
capabilities are not limited to cryptocurrencies. According to
its white paper [13], the ideas behind the creation of Ethereum
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were building decentralised applications, assuring efficient
trade-offs between these applications, and providing security
for small-scale applications. These ideas were implemented
by presenting a Turing-complete programmable blockchain
that enables anyone to write smart contracts and decentralised
applications. Ethereum has three key features that, taken
together, make it unique. These are smart contracts, decentral-
ized applications (DApps), and Ethereum virtual machines
(EVM).

Smart contracts are programmes built on the blockchain
and executed only when a specific condition is met. They are
executed by the EVM,which runs on every participant’s com-
puter in the network. DApps make use of smart contracts as
the logic of applications. Considering the typical architecture
of applications, DApps have several advantages, including
resilience, transparency, and censorship resistance [16].

B. HYPERLEDGER FABRIC
Hyperledger is an open-source umbrella project hosted by
the Linux Foundation. It aims to develop enterprise-grade
blockchain technologies [17]. Fabric is one of the
sub-projects in Hyperledger. It provides modular distributed
ledger technology for various industrial uses [18]. There are
several critical pillars of Fabric that make it valuable across
blockchain platforms. They are permissioned blockchain,
chaincode, modularity, and certificate authorities (CAs).

Fabric is a permissioned blockchain, which means only
authorized entities can be part of the network. The per-
missioned architecture allows businesses to remain private,
confidential, and robust scalability. Unlike permissionless
blockchains, these features could be desirable for enterprise
uses [18]. The smart contracts in Fabric are called chaincode.
The distributed applications that run in Fabric can be written
in standard programming languages [19]. Fabric also pro-
vides a plug-and-play consensus structure. This modularity
allows custom usage of consensus mechanisms to fit partic-
ular use cases. Since Fabric is a permissioned blockchain,
it requires some secure authentication and authorization
mechanisms. The three types of certificates that improve the
security of Fabric are TLS certificates, enrollment certifi-
cates, and transaction certificates. Enrollment certificates are
used to connect to the network, while transaction certificates
are needed for submission [20].

C. BLOCKCHAIN PARAMETERS
There are a number of parameters to be considered when
analysing blockchain platforms. At the broadest classifica-
tion, these platforms are separated into public and private
DLTs. The main difference is that users’ identities are con-
trolled by an organisation in Fabric, whereas any user can
join Ethereum freely. Therefore, confidentiality and trans-
parency are the parameters of the security aspect affected
by this classification. Confidentiality is the state of being
private for the data, whereas transparency is defined as visible
data for the view. Another parameter is availability, which is

TABLE 1. Comparison between Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric.

the platform’s availability when there are not several active
nodes in the network. In this comparison, authentication is
the method of secure verification of the participant’s identity.
Lastly, any technique for resistance to quantum computing
attacks is considered one of the security parameters.

Under the aspect of functionality, supporting the smart
contract usage and the type of consensus algorithms play
a significant role. In addition, some platforms provide
plug-and-play component options, which can be defined as
modularity. As the last functionality parameter, the ability of
the nodes to manage their identities to control the network
can be presented.

The applicability covers several performance parameters
in addition to other parameters that affect the pertinence of
the platforms. Scalability is thought of as the reaction of the
platform when the network grows in the number of nodes
and workload. The existence of transaction fees also has an
impact on this aspect. An overall comparison of Ethereum
and Hyperledger Fabric is demonstrated in Table 1.

IV. DESIGN CHOICES
Section III-C listed all the parameters for analysing the plat-
forms under three aspects, some of which are outside the
scope of this study. Selected parameters are focused on for
in-depth analysis and comparison of the chosen platforms.
This subsection thus explores and presents the parameters to
be implemented. The parameters are chosen considering their
applicability. Each platform is tested in terms of these param-
eters. The applicability of the platform will be evaluated
through its performance and scalability. It is believed that per-
formance and scalability are the two strongest considerations
for a DLT platform. They are directly related to the possibility
of a platform’s adoption in a domain. Low performance and
scalability limit the usage of a DLT platform.

A. TECHNICALITY OF THE PARAMETERS
Elaborating on the determined parameters for implemen-
tation, the performance of the platform is investigated on
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two metrics of transactions, namely, throughput and latency.
Throughput is defined as the number of transactions per
second successfully processed by the blockchain network.
A transaction is successfully processed when it is included
in a block and committed as part of the ledger. On the other
hand, latency is the time it takes for a client to obtain a
response after sending a request. These two metrics are the
core of the experiment since they are related to other param-
eters as well during the whole process. The parameters are as
follows [21]:

L = tc − ts (1)

In Equation (1), L refers to transaction latency, where tc is
the confirmation time at the network threshold and ts is the
submit time.

T = nc−t (2)

In Equation (2), T refers to transaction throughput, where
nc is the number of total committed transactions and t is the
total time in seconds. Throughout the experiments, transac-
tion throughput and latency are measured as direct indicators
of performance. As for scalability, it is measured by an
increased number of transactions and transaction rates in the
network. An illustration of the parameters’ relationship can
be found in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Relationship of the Parameters.

B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
Although each platform’s system contains several different
components, the general architecture could be described with
common components. In this study, the laptop used as the host
has the following specifications:
Intel Core i7-5500U CPU @ 2.40GHz, 12GB RAM, 1TB

HDD
As shown in Fig. 3, the laptop is used as the host for the

virtual machine (VM). It is practical to deploy the network in
aVMbecause of the isolation of the environment it offers, and
resource utilisation is vital for the sake of the experiments.
Therefore, it is important to keep the host untouched during
the experiments to prevent any system failures. Moreover,
using a VM gives the ability to create instances and take
snapshots of the machines. When a failure pops up or tests
need to be repeated, a snapshot of the working VM could be
reloaded quickly.

The created VMwas equipped with the necessary software
and tools for the planned experiments. The experiments are
conducted separately for each DLT platform. In other words,
a snapshot of the same VM is used in turn for Ethereum
and Fabric. Once the necessary software is installed and con-
figurations are made, the private networks of Ethereum and
Fabric are launched. These networks are the platforms where
the performance and scalability experiments are conducted.
A benchmark tool, as shown in Fig. 3, is used to compare and
analyse the platforms. This tool generates the throughput and
latency results of the investigated platforms under varying
workloads.

As an overview of the approach conducted, each platform
is evaluated in a local private environment. Fabric is already
a private DLT platform, and Ethereum is known as the public
one. However, private networks have greater performance and
scalability values than public ones. It would not be fair to
evaluate them in this way. Thus, the experiments are done
regarding private networks since Ethereum also supports
local private networks. They each have different architec-
tures, configurations, and software requirements. However,
certain parameters should be the same for the sake of the
research. Therefore, the same workloads in a simple use case
of DLT platforms are needed to be applied. In order to find
an answer to the research question, quantitative data comprise
primary experimental data and secondary data extracted from
the literature are used. The experimental data is generated by
manipulating certain parameters under controlled conditions.

Once the test environment is set up, the experiments are
carried out. However, to measure the determined parameters
in Section IV-A, a testing tool is needed. At this point, Hyper-
ledger Caliper 1 is the official benchmark tool developed
by Huawei. Caliper is a blockchain performance benchmark
framework, which allows users to test different blockchain
solutions with predefined use cases and get a set of perfor-
mance test results. Currently, it supports several blockchain
solutions, including Ethereum and Fabric. Caliper provides
performance indicators such as throughput, latency, success
rate, and resource utilisation. The architecture of Caliper is
demonstrated in its official documentation. It requires bench-
mark and network configuration files as inputs, as well as
Workload modules and benchmark artefacts. Then, it creates
a report of the system under test [22].

C. USE CASE SCENARIO: IoT HEALTHCARE APPLICATION
IoT is an emerging technology that promises opportunities in
a large number of critical domains. However, due to its nature,
it can not satisfy some security, traceability and interoperabil-
ity features [23]. At this point, IoT can take advantage of DLT
platforms. The architecture explained in the previous sections
is designed considering IoT use cases. One of the domains
where IoT and DLT platform cooperation is highly needed in
healthcare. Especially in remote patient monitoring, the data
collected from IoT devices such as wearables and biosensors

1https://github.com/hyperledger/caliper
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FIGURE 3. General Framework.

requires secure transfer to a healthcare centre and collective
movement of the devices [24]. The record of a patient’s
medical data is extremely sensitive since it is directly related
to the patient’s health. The data must be transmitted to the
physician who monitors and administers the patient for it to
be correctly interpreted. Additionally, no one else should be
able to seize it and use it maliciously.

In this use case, a patient is equipped with a wearable
sensor that generates data about his blood pressure. It is
measured periodically and transmitted to his physician. If it
exceeds the predetermined values, the physician takes action.
To fit our design architecture to this use case, the VM is
pretended as an IoT device that runs a node in either a private
Ethereum or Fabric network in Fig. 4. Then the generated data
from the IoT device is transferred from this node to another
node, which is a physician’s computer via the DLT platform
network. This process is represented in the rounds called
‘‘Transfer’’ during the implementation. The DLT platform
network could be the private network of a healthcare centre.
Another entity that could access the network would be an
insurance company. The patient records could be stored in
the chain, thus becoming immutable. Correct billing could
be provided in this way. Considering the above scenario, the
throughput and latency of the network are measured under
the described conditions. The performance and scalability of
Ethereum and Fabric are tested to determine which one is
more suitable for such an IoT application scenario.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS
This section presents the implementation of the design
choices described in the previous section. According to the
design, how the work is conducted is explained. The nec-
essary configurations to set up the environment, software,

FIGURE 4. Healthcare IoT Use Case.

and tools with the proper codes are concise. Afterwards, the
results produced from the experiments are demonstrated for
evaluation.

The steps to implement the design are:

1) Setup the environment for each DLT platform, namely,
Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric.

2) Setup the benchmarking tool, namely, Hyperledger
Caliper.

3) Bind the DLT platform network with Hyperledger
Caliper.

4) Write the codes for the configuration files necessary for
Hyperledger Caliper.

5) Pass the files toHyperledger Caliper andmake the tests.
6) Display the results produced from the tests.
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The experiments are carried out on a VM running Ubuntu
20.04 LTS. Since setting up a private DLT platform network
and analysing it is a complex task, it is described here. Due to
the nature of the platforms, they have a few different prereq-
uisites, binaries, and Docker images; thus, they are dealt with
separately. Git, cURL, Docker Engine, Docker-compose, Go-
lang, nodejs, npm, Python, and the Java Development Kit are
the main tools and software necessary.

The next thing to do is bind Caliper to the platform’s
environments. Caliper defines the platform’s environment as
a system under test (SUT) and requires its type and version.
In this implementation, Hyperledger Besu 1.5.4 and Hyper-
ledger Fabric 1.4.0 are used as SUTs.

Subsequently, the only thing that is left before running a
benchmark is creating configuration files. There are two types
of files, namely benchconfig and networkconfig. Caliper
requires them in order to run a benchmark and generate
throughput and latency values.

A. BENCHMARK CONFIGURATION
Benchconfig is the benchmark configuration file responsible
for the execution of the defined workload and the collection
of the results. It contains three types of settings: test, observer,
and monitor. Under the test set, the send rate of the transac-
tions, the number of transactions, and the type of rounds can
be defined. On the other hand, monitor and observer settings
deal with monitoring and observing, as their names indicate.
The benchmark configuration file is independent of the type
of SUT [25]. Thus, there is no harm in this file being the same
for both Hyperledger Fabric and Besu. Moreover, it would be
more beneficial to have the same configuration for healthy
evaluation.

Fig. 5 is a screenshot of the part of the created bench-
mark configuration file called ‘config.yaml’. Three types of
rounds, open, query, and transfer are written in the file. Trans-
action numbers are set to 100 per second, while transaction
rates are set to 50 per second for each type of round. In this
‘.yaml’ file, callback functions refer to javascript files where
the behaviours of the rounds are coded.

B. NETWORK CONFIGURATION
Unlike the benchmark configuration file, the network con-
figuration file must be distinct for different DLT platforms.
Therefore, particular files are created for Hyperledger Fabric
and Besu to be run by Caliper.

1) FABRIC’S NETWORK CONFIGURATION FILE
The file created for Fabric is called ‘fabric-go.yaml’. Within
this file, Docker images are run in order to raise up the
network by using the commands in ‘start’ and ‘end’ sections.
This can be seen in Fig. 6, as well as network information.
The network configuration file also contains client, channel,
chaincode, organisation, orderer, peer, and certificate author-
ity information. However, as it can be seen in Fig. 7, a channel
is created, and two peers from two organisations join it.

FIGURE 5. Benchmark Configuration File.

FIGURE 6. Fabric’s Network Configuration File - 1.

FIGURE 7. Fabric’s Network Configuration File - 2.

Furthermore, a chaincode called ‘simple’ is deployed to the
network.

2) BESU’S NETWORK CONFIGURATION FILE
The file created for Besu is called ‘networkconfig.json’. Sim-
ilar to Fabric, the network is raised up by bypassing docker
commands in ‘start’ and ‘end’ sections. Fig. 8 illustrates the
docker-compose commands and information about the nodes
and smart contracts in the network. It includes the address of
the node and the path to the smart contract. It is significant
to mention that the Ethereum network is initialised with a
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FIGURE 8. Besu’s Network Configuration File.

FIGURE 9. Besu’s Genesis File.

file called ‘genesis.json’. As it can be seen in Fig. 9, the file
has network information such as network ID (48122) and
consensus type (Clique) and a set of parameters that define
the network, such as gas limit and difficulty.

C. EXPERIMENTS
By passing the configuration files to Caliper and launching
it, a report is generated with throughput (tps) and latency (s)
values. Although these are the core performancemetrics, they
are also indicators of the scalability of DLT platforms. When
the number of transactions in the network increases, the reac-
tion of these metrics determines howwell the platforms scale.
Therefore, the benchmark configuration file is manipulated
during the scalability test.

1) PERFORMANCE TESTS
Apparently, the first test to be performed is the performance
test. It is evaluated considering the throughput and average
latency values generated for Fabric and Besu by Caliper. The
benchmark configuration file in Fig. 5 is applied as it is with
three rounds; open, query, and transfer. This means the trans-
action number would be 100 while the transaction rate would
be 50. These three sets of rounds are repeated 10 times to
obtain average values in order to eliminate instant misleading
values. Fig. 10 shows a diagram of the implementation that
contains the performance part.

FIGURE 10. Implementation Diagram.

2) SCALABILITY TESTS
For scalability measurements, the number of transactions and
the transaction rates in these rounds have increased. The
transaction numbers rise to 500, 1000, and 5000 in turn.
With these transaction numbers and 50 and 100 transaction
rates, the above-mentioned process is performed again in
order to perceive the scalability manners of the platforms.
The scalability tests can be seen in Fig. 10. The results are
presented in the following section.

VI. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
The previous section described how to implement the sug-
gested design choices. According to the implementation, the
findings are presented in this section. They are supported by
associated graphs. The results are interpreted and discussed.
In this way, the comparison and analysis of Hyperledger Fab-
ric and Besu are put into practice. As an evaluation method
for the findings, secondary data from the related works are
used as well.

A. PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS
Considering open rounds, Besu has an average latency
of 5, 06s while Fabric exhibited less latency with 1, 09s.
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FIGURE 11. Performance Test Results.

In transfer rounds, Besu remains almost the same with 4, 99s
and Fabric decreases by nearly half to 0, 55s. Through-
put results are also differentiated for the platforms. Besu’s
throughput accounts for 14, 68 and 15, 46 in open and trans-
fer rounds, respectively. On the other hand, Fabric’s values
correspond to 34, 75 for the open round and 23, 56 for the
transfer round. These results are presented in Fig. 11.

B. SCALABILITY TEST RESULTS
As shown in Fig. 10, there are two types of scalability
tests. The first one is the fixed 50 transaction rate with an
increased number of transaction numbers 500, 1000, and
5000. The second one has the same transaction numbers with
a fixed 100 transaction rate.

Fig. 12 displays the test results in the open round with a
transaction rate of 50. The first three average latency values
for Besu increase by nearly 3, starting with 5.06s. However,
the last value is the highest at 96.58s. On the other hand,
the average latency values for Fabric change between 1.09s
and 0.46s. Dealing with throughput numbers, Besu has the
lowest value of 11.7 with 5000 transactions and the highest
number of 31.84 with 1000 transactions in the benchmark
configuration file. Differently, with the exception of the first
throughput, Fabric has similar results, which are around
49 for throughput.

Fig. 13 presents the test results in the transfer round with
a transaction rate of 50. The average latency values change
between 4.24s and 5.14s for Besu whereas they vary between
0.43s and 0.77s in Fabric. While transaction numbers are
increasing, throughput values are also increasing for both
platforms. It is from 15.46 to 47.6 when Besu is conducted
and 23.56 to 49.2 in the case of Fabric.

The results of the scalability test, which was done with
a fixed transaction rate of 50, are shown above. However,
starting from this point, the transaction rate is 100, and the test
results will be prompted in line with it. Before highlighting
the results, it is important to note that Caliper was unable to
measure the average latency and throughput values for Besu

FIGURE 12. Scalability Test - Open - Tx rate: 50.

FIGURE 13. Scalability Test - Transfer - Tx rate: 50.

when the transaction number equals 5000. Therefore, they are
shown as 0 in the diagrams.

Fig. 14 displays the test results in the open round with
a transaction rate of 100. The average latency value of
Besu starts at 5s and goes up to 21.18s, whereas Fabric
follows a relatively stable trend of around 2.2s. Considering
the throughput findings, Besu reaches around 26 when the
transaction number is 500 or 1000, while it is 15.23 with a
transaction number of 100. Differently, Fabric’s throughput
numbers have grown from 36.29 to 65.5.

Fig. 15 shows the test results in the transfer round with a
transaction rate of 100. The average latency value for Besu
increases by about 3 starting at 4.37s. On the other hand,
Fabric’s average latency values vary between 1.02s and 3.02s.
From a throughput perspective, both platforms growwhen the
number of transactions rises. This rise is from 14 to 45 in
Besu, whereas in Fabric it is from 19.59 to 46.2.

C. EVALUATION
In the previous section, the data from the tests was pre-
sented. In this section, they are evaluated. Starting with the
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FIGURE 14. Scalability Test - Open - Tx rate: 100.

FIGURE 15. Scalability Test - Transfer - Tx rate: 100.

performance test results in Fig. 11, the average latency of the
Fabric network for Open and Transfer rounds is almost 4s less
than Besu values. This implies that Fabric’s throughput values
are greater than Besu’s. The difference is drastic in Open
rounds, which average almost 20 transactions per second.
However, in Transfer rounds, Fabric leads with 8 transactions
per second. This means Fabric performs better than Besu in
general, and the difference is greater when the platform per-
forms simple tasks like opening accounts. In other words, the
difference in the performance indicators between the types of
operations in Besu is minor.

In order to understand the scalability manner of the
platforms when the number of transactions increases with
the fixed transaction rate of 50, it is necessary to take a
glance at Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. Considering the average
latency values, there is no increasing or decreasing pattern
for Fabric in both Open and Transfer rounds. With each
transaction number, almost all average latency is below 1s.
These kinds of balanced values exist in Transfer rounds for
Besu. However, they have around a 4s disadvantage in terms
of average latency when compared to Fabric. This down-

side of Besu is even more apparent in Open rounds. Thus,
when the number of transactions increases, the difference
between the average latency values of the platforms also
increases. In particular, with the transaction number of 5000,
Caliper generates a 96.58s average latency value for Besu,
which is an unrealistic value and should be left for further
research.

Moving on to the throughput evaluation for Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13, Fabric has better values no matter what the transac-
tion number is. However, a remarkable fact from the results
is that the difference between Fabric and Besu in Transfer
rounds is not as much as in Open rounds. Indeed, there are
onlyminor throughput differences in these rounds. Specific to
the platforms, Fabric scales well when the number of transac-
tions increases. Significantly, after 500 transaction numbers,
the throughput values improved.

Lastly, to perceive the effect of the increasing transac-
tion rate on the scalability of the platforms, it is necessary
to examine the results presented in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
It is significant to mention one more time that Caliper was
unable to generate results for 5000 transaction numbers
for Besu. Therefore, there is no comparison between plat-
forms in 5000 transaction numbers. Examining the Open
rounds, there is a similarity in the values of Besu and Fabric
with the rest of the results. They are better in favour of
Fabric. However, the rise in average latency values when
the transaction rate increases is significant. The average
latency values are nearly doubled for Fabric, whereas Besu
does not have such a drastic increment until the transaction
number reaches 1000. Finally, the most attention-grabbing
finding is that Besu has higher throughput values than Fab-
ric in Transfer rounds when the number of transactions
increases.

According to the experimental results, the key findings can
be summarised as follows:

1) Fabric outperforms Besu (Ethereum’s Client) nearly in
all tests.

2) When the transaction number increases, throughput
increases as well.

3) Besu was unable to work above 5000 transactions with
a transaction rate of 100.

4) When the transaction rate increases, Fabric’s perfor-
mance decreases more than Besu’s.

5) The average latency of Besu is always higher than
Fabric’s.

6) The scalability manners of platforms are similar.
7) Both DLT platforms are below the average throughput

values, considering existing systems.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study was set to compare and analyse the performance
and scalability features of two prominent blockchain plat-
forms, namely, Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric. The main
focus of this research was on the latency and through-
put parameters of private Ethereum and Fabric networks.
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Hyperledger Caliper was chosen as the tool for generating
these parameters by integrating it with the private Ethereum
and Fabric networks. As these parameters were the direct
indicators of performance, scalability tests were conducted
by examining the transaction number and rate increase.
Specifically, the performance tests are performed with fixed
100-transaction and 50- transaction rates for both networks.
On the other hand, two types of scalability tests were taken
place; the first one kept the transaction rate at 50 while
increasing the transaction number in the order of 500, 1000,
and 5000. The second scalability test set the transaction rate
to 100, while the transaction numbers were raised in the order
of 100, 500, 1000, and 5000. Each test was repeated 10 times
to obtain average values. Repeating tests prevented instant
peaks in the results.

Based on the empirical results, the throughput values
of Fabric are greater than those of Ethereum, whereas the
latency values are shorter. Another finding is that Fab-
ric’s performance decreases more than Ethereum’s with
increasing transaction rates. In general, Fabric outperforms
Ethereum in terms of performance, but their scalability
manners are similar. The organisations should determine
their needs and priorities while choosing the DLT platform.
Regarding the IoT healthcare scenario in Section IV-C, Fab-
ric would be a more suitable DLT platform since average
latency and throughput could be vital for the health of the
patient.

The number of tests conducted and the running of
experiments in the same local network are the main limi-
tations of the work. To enhance this study and expand its
scope, the tests might be performed many more times in a
more stable distributed environment, which ensures better
results. In future research, we plan to include IOTA due
to its promising scalability feature in addition to Ethereum
and Fabric. We also plan to evaluate them in terms of
security, performance and scalability. This broader analy-
sis will contribute to a more comprehensive understand-
ing of the strengths and weaknesses of these blockchain
technologies.
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